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Si m on 

1 windows 

Our new CoWs were on site earlier this week, just to catch up with the scheme- even though I have said we 
have no start date for either the general building or the M&E CoW. I will keep talking to Simon O'C about 
dates. 
The general building works chap flagged up a couple of issues (very proactive, good sign), and the main one 
was over the profile of the external window sills- ie they need to be anti pigeon. 

I know you are looking at windows now, and that you are probably ahead on this one, so can you please keep an 
eye on this. 

2 fire brigade 
We had our bimonthly meeting with the fire brigade and rolled out the 2 issues. 

A We are working on the smoke vents and the system will not be fully operational until after Christmas. They 
asked that this was covered in your risk assessments, as well as in our building FRA. I said that you would be 
clear with the watches who visit you too -they they are fully conversant with the fact that they may find floors 
of smoke, as our discussion of Tuesday. Please make sure all these actions happen. 

B The issues of the need to get 6 tenders at ground floor: I said that you had dealt with the fire brigade, various 
watches, and that they knew you had a compound and they had the keys/cutter to open the padlock. Can you 
confirm that you are getting from the fire brigade their information that the fire barrier is no longer needed? I 
think you must have had contact with the fire brigade about 16 July about this, as I sent through Daniel 
Hallisseys details to SOC to get this in writing. There was obviously historical concern over the access at street 
level, which will eventually be alleviated by the north/south route by the KALC, but until then we need to be 
seen to be keeping the area clear for these 6 vehicles. 

SOC, how are you getting on with the large FRA report- and when can I have your feedback as I think I need it 
before Tuesday? 
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Thanks 

Claire Williams 
Project Manager 

a: 292a Kensal Road, London, WlO 5BE 
P Before printing, please think about the environment 
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